We examine (D − 2)-brane solutions in supergravities, showing that they fall into three categories depending on the details of the dilaton coupling. In general they describe domain walls, although in one of the three categories the metric describes anti-de Sitter spacetime.
Introduction
(D − 2)-branes exhibit some features that are significantly different from those of more generic p-brane solutions in supergravity theories. Rather than the usual situation where a propagating antisymmetric tensor field carries a magnetic or electric charge that supports the p-brane, (D − 2)-branes are supported either by a cosmological-type term in the Lagrangian, or else, in the dualised version, by a non-propagating D-form field strength. The necessary terms arise in massive supergravity theories and in gauged supergravities. An important case that has recently attracted attention is the massive type IIA supergravity in D = 10 [1] , which admits an 8-brane solution [2] . Other examples, involving massive gauged supergravities in D = 7 and D = 6, have been discussed in [3] . In all the cases, the domain wall solutions preserve half the supersymmetry. In this paper, we shall discuss the general structure of (D − 2)-branes, which can be interpreted as domain walls (see [4] for a recent review of domain-wall solutions in supergravity).
It was shown in [5] that the massive type IIA supergravity in D = 10 can be dimensionally reduced to massive N = 2 supergravity in D = 9. In particular, the 8-brane solution in D = 10 can then be reduced to a 7-brane solution of the D = 9 theory. At first sight the reduction to a 9-dimensional theory might seem surprising, since it is often said that Kaluza-Klein dimensional reduction is possible only if the higher-dimensional theory admits an S 1 × M D−1 direct-product vacuum solution, which the massive IIA theory does not. It was argued in [5] that the existence of the 8-brane in D = 10, which has a U (1) isometry, makes the dimensional reduction of the theory possible. However, the 8-brane solution apparently played no explicit rôle in the dimensional reduction that was performed in [5] .
We would therefore place a rather different interpretation on the significance of the 8-brane solution, and argue that the dimensional reduction of a theory is possible whether or not it admits solutions with U (1) isometries, but that the existence of solutions in the lower dimension is assured only if U (1)-symmetric higher-dimensional solutions exist.
In this paper, we consider another example of dimensional reduction where no S 1 ×M D−1 vacuum exists, namely from a D-dimensional theory with a pure cosmological term (i.e. with no dilaton coupling). We demonstrate that despite the absence of a natural S 1 × M D−1 ground state, the standard Kaluza-Klein reduction procedure is nevertheless consistent, in that solutions of the reduced theory are also solutions of the higher-dimensional theory.
In this case, the (D − 2)-brane solution of the D-dimensional theory is actually anti-de Sitter spacetime. Upon dimensional reduction, this gives rise to a (D − 3)-brane in (D − 1) dimensions that is of the more usual domain-wall variety that we discussed above. A curious feature arises in this dimensional reduction, in the context of a supergravity theory, in that the D-dimensional anti-de Sitter spacetime preserves all the supersymmetry, while the (D − 1)-dimensional domain wall preserves only half the lower-dimensional supersymmetry.
Since Kaluza-Klein dimensional reduction is expected to preserve all the supersymmetry of the D-dimensional theory, the loss of half the supersymmetry at the level of the solutions might seem surprising. The resolution is that only half the Killing spinors in the antide Sitter spacetime are independent of the compactified coordinate, and hence the other half are lost in the dimensional reduction. We demonstrate this by giving an explicit construction of all the Killing spinors in the D-dimensional anti-de Sitter spacetime, in the natural coordinate system that arises in its construction as a (D − 2)-brane.
Solitonic (D − 2)-branes
In general, there exist p-brane solutions in supergravity theories that involve the metric tensor, a dilaton field, and an antisymmetric tensor field strength of rank n. If the field strength carries an electric charge, the corresponding elementary p-brane has p = n − 2, whereas if the charge is magnetic, the p-brane is solitonic with p = D − n − 2, where D is the spacetime dimension of the theory. Included in the general solitonic cases is the degenerate case where n = 0, which implies that there is no field strength at all, but instead a cosmological-type term in the D-dimensional effective Lagrangian:
It is useful to parameterise the constant a in terms of ∆, defined by
The equations of motion admit solitonic (D − 2)-brane solutions, with metric and dilaton given by [6] A metric of the form ds 2 = H 2α η µν dx µ dx ν +H 2β dy 2 , in the vielbein basis e µ = H α dx µ , e y = H β dy, has a curvature 2-form given by
where (µ, y) denote tangent-space components. Thus we can see that the solitonic (D − 2)brane solutions (3) fall into three different categories, depending on the value of ∆, according to whether
is positive, negative, or zero, which determines whether the curvature diverge at H = 0, H = ∞, or nowhere, respectively. As we shall discuss in more detail presently, in this latter
corresponding to a = 0, the metric (3) describes anti-de Sitter spacetime. If (6) is positive, which corresponds to ∆ > 0, the singularity that would occur at H = 0 can be avoided by taking H to be
In this case, the metric is free of curvature singularities except for a delta-function in the curvature at y = 0, as can be seen from (5) . The metric is asymptotically flat as y → ±∞, in which regions the dilaton diverges. The solution describes a domain wall across the spacetime, located at y = 0. If the constant 1 were omitted in (8) , the curvature would diverge as some inverse power of y at y = 0, where the domain wall is located. The third category of solution arises when (6) is negative, which corresponds to ∆ AdS < ∆ < 0.
In this case, the singularity at H = ∞ cannot be avoided by any choice of the constant of integration. The choice (8) for H ensures that the dilaton remains real, and finite for finite y; the metric then describes a domain wall at y = 0, embedded in a spacetime whose curvature and dilaton diverge as y → ±∞. On the other hand if the constant term in (8) is omitted, the region y → 0 is asymptotically flat, but now the dilaton diverges at y = 0 as well as when y → ±∞.
All three categories of (D − 2)-brane solutions can arise in supergravity theories. The case ∆ = ∆ AdS occurs, for example, in certain vacua of gauged supergravities, such as arise from the S 7 [7] or S 4 [8] compactifications of D = 11 supergravity, or the S 5 [9] compactification of D = 10 type IIB supergravity. Examples with positive ∆ include the massive type IIA theory in D = 10 [1] , and all its dimensional reductions, which all have ∆ = 4. On the other hand, the cosmological-type terms associated with the gauging of the D = 7 [10] and D = 6 [11] supergravities discussed in [3] have ∆ = −2, satisfying the inequalities ∆ AdS < ∆ < 0 for the third category of (D − 2)-branes described above.
Let us now consider the special case ∆ = ∆ AdS (i.e. a = 0) in more detail. The metric
(3) becomes
where as in all the cases discussed above, H has the general form H ∼ c ± my. The coordinate transformation
puts the metric into the form
where
This is in fact the metric of anti-de Sitter spacetime, in horospherical coordinates [12] . This can be seen by introducing the (D + 1) coordinates (X, Y, Z µ ) defined by
They satisfy
which shows that (11) is the induced metric on the hyperboloid (14) embedded in a flat (D+ 1)-dimensional spacetime with (−, +, +, · · · , +, −) signature. Thus (11) has an SO(2, D −1)
isometry, and it is a metric on D-dimensional anti-de Sitter spacetime.
The global structure of the metric (11) was discussed in the case of D = 4 dimensions in [12] ; the situation here for arbitrary D is similar. It is evident from (13) that X+Y = λ −1 e λr is non-negative if r is real, and hence the region X +Y < 0 in the full anti-de Sitter spacetime is not covered by the horospherical coordinates. In fact, the coordinates used in (11) cover one half of the complete anti-de Sitter spacetime, and the metric describes AdS D /J where J is the antipodal involution (X, Y, Z µ ) → (−X, −Y, −Z µ ) [12] . If D is even, we can extend the metric (9) for finite φ). However, it was shown in [5] that the dimensional reduction of massive type IIA supergravity in D = 10 [1] to massive N = 2 supergravity in D = 9 is nevertheless possible. In this case, the 8-brane of the D = 10 theory [2] reduces to a 7-brane of the D = 9 theory. Although the ability to perform the dimensional reduction was attributed in [5] to the existence of the 8-brane solution, which has a U (1) isometry, it seems that neither it, nor indeed any other specific solution with a U (1) isometry, plays a particularly significant rôle in the Kaluza-Klein reduction process. In fact, it appears that one can always perform a consistent dimensional reduction, regardless of the solution space, by simply implementing the standard Kaluza-Klein ansatz on the fields of the higher-dimensional theory. The significance of having a solution with a U (1) isometry in the higher-dimensional theory is, just as in the more customary examples of Kaluza-Klein reduction, that it maps into a solution of the lower-dimensional theory.
We shall give a more striking illustration of the fact that consistent Kaluza-Klein reduction is possible in the absence of an S 1 × M D−1 vacuum solution by considering the dimensional reduction of the Lagrangian (1) in the case when a = 0, showing that the S 1 reduction of Einstein gravity even with a pure cosmological constant is also possible. Let us begin with a Lagrangian of the form (1), with φ = 0,
The standard Kaluza-Klein ansatz for the metric is
where ds 2 denotes the (D − 1)-dimensional metric, and α 2 = (2(D − 2)(D − 3)) −1 . The tangent-space components of the D-dimensional Ricci tensor RAB are given by
and thus the equations of motion for the (D−1)-dimensional fields, obtained by substituting into the D-dimensional equations of motion R AB − 1 2 Rη AB = Λη AB are (after converting to world indices)
On the other hand, substituting the Kaluza-Klein ansatz into the D-dimensional Lagrangian (16) gives the (D − 1)-dimensional Lagrangian where (6) is negative. This preservation of ∆ under dimensional reduction is also observed for the usual p-brane solutions [6] . In terms of the dilaton coupling constant a, we have gone from a theory with a = 0 in D dimensions to one with a = −2α in (D − 1) dimensions.
Note that the singular curvature of the lower-dimensional domain-wall solution arises from the dimensional reduction, since the anti-de Sitter spacetime in the higher dimension is free of singularities. A similar phenomenon was discussed in [13] for the usual kinds of p-branes.
Supersymmetry
A curious feature of the above dimensional reduction emerges if we consider it in the context of supergravity. Thus let us consider the case of a D-dimensional gauged supergravity theory with a scalar potential which, for some suitable restriction of the fields, gives a bosonic Lagrangian of the form (16) . Upon Kaluza-Klein reduction, we expect that the theory will yield a supergravity theory in (D − 1) dimensions with the same number of components of unbroken supersymmetry. However, the anti-de Sitter solution in D dimensions, which preserves all the supersymmetry, reduces to the domain-wall solution in (D − 1) dimensions, which preserves only half of the supersymmetry. To understand where the other half of the supersymmetry is lost, we need to look at the detailed forms of the Killing spinors in the anti-de Sitter spacetime.
Let us first calculate the spin connection for the metric (11) . We begin by choosing the vielbein basis E µ = e λr dx µ , E r = dr (we are using a capital E to denote the vielbein, to avoid confusion with the exponential function). It follows that the spin connection is given
by
and the curvature 2-form is
Here, we are denoting tangent-space indices by A = (µ, r), etc. Thus we see from (22) that the Riemann tensor has the maximally-symmetric form
as one expects since the metric (11) describes anti-de Sitter spacetime in D dimensions, with Ricci tensor R AB = −λ 2 (D − 1)η AB .
The Killing spinor equations for a supergravity theory with cosmological constant Λ take the form
The constant λ is the same one that we introduced previously, which is related to Λ by (12) . Substituting the spin connection (21) for the anti-de Sitter metric (11) , we obtain the equations
where Γ µ and Γ r are understood to be the tangent-space components of the Γ matrices. We find that the solutions for the Killing spinors ǫ are of two kinds, namely
where ǫ ± are arbitrary constant spinors satisfying
Thus in total, in D-dimensional anti-de Sitter spacetime, we have 2 [D/2] independent Killing spinors. Half of these, constructed using ǫ + , are independent of the coordinates x µ , while the other half, constructed using ǫ − , depend on x µ . Note that this x µ dependence is not periodic in nature. It is interesting to note that all the Killing spinors can be written in the single unified expression
where ǫ 0 is an arbitrary constant spinor. The Killing spinors of 4-dimensional anti-de Sitter spacetime were found in a different coordinate system in [14] .
The explanation for the loss of half the Killing spinors upon dimensional reduction of the D-dimensional anti-de Sitter metric (11) Indeed the Killing spinors (25) are also independent of the coordinates x i , and so these survive the reduction to (D − 1) dimensions. However, the other half of the Killing spinors, given by (26), depend on the x i coordinates, and thus will not survive the reduction.
This type of partial loss of supersymmetry at the level of solutions can also be seen in the context of the usual p-branes. Note that a p-brane solution where the dilaton is regular on the horizon (corresponding to cases where a = 0, or its multi-charge generalisations)
interpolates between D-dimensional Minkowski spacetime at infinity, and AdS p+1 × S D−p−1 on the horizon. 1 (This phenomenon has been observed in the case of the D = 11 membrane [12] and in other cases [17] .) In fact in these cases AdS p+1 × S D−p−1 is also a solution of the theory, which preserves all the supersymmetry (as, for example, in the case of the AdS 4 ×S 7 solution of D = 11 supergravity). However Kaluza-Klein dimensional reduction of this solution, where the compactified coordinate is one of the x i coordinates of the anti-de Sitter metric (11) , gives rise to a domain-wall type solution in (D − 1)-dimensions, which preserves only half of the supersymmetry. In fact, this can be viewed as a higher-dimensional interpretation of the example we discussed previously, where the supergravity theory with cosmological constant is now itself viewed as coming from a yet higher dimensional supergravity compactified on an appropriate sphere.
Elementary (D − 2)-branes
The (D − 2)-brane solutions that we have been discussing so far have been solitonic, in the sense that they can be viewed as the degenerate n = 0 limit of (D − n − 2)-branes using an n-form field strength with a magnetic charge. In general, one can consider an alternative formulation of the theory in which the n-form field strength is dualised, to give a (D−n)-form field strength. The rôles of elementary and solitonic p-branes are interchanged under this dualisation. In the present context, therefore, we may consider an alternative formulation of the theory with a cosmological-type term, in which the Lagrangian (1) is replaced by
where F is a D-form field strength. The equations of motion that follow from this are essentially equivalent to those following from (1) It should be remarked that the dualisation of the Lagrangian (1) to give (29) is a subsector of the analogous process of dualisation of an entire supergravity theory. This has been carried out in some detail in the case of the massive type IIA supergravity in D = 10 [5] . It is also worth remarking that in the dualised form, the Kaluza-Klein reduction of the theory looks more conventional, since it now admits a vacuum solution that is the direct product of S 1 and a Minkowski spacetime [5] .
